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MAP 2 - Landscape valorisation map

Shepherd’s dwellings and 
traditional built elements

Predošćica village - distinctive and largely 
preserved rural complex in the middle of 
barren high karst

Area of Tramuntana - valuable and preserved 
forest vegetation, large number of shepherd’s 
dwellings, visible remains of traditional practices, 
high level of landscape recognizability

Pregrajena beach - hidden gravel beach 
connected to the rural settlements high above

Old Porozina beach - elongated gravel 
beach with a contrasting hinterland of sub-
Mediterranean forest vegetation of Tramuntana

St. Blaž beach - gravel beach and 
Mediterranean vegetation with shepherd’s 
dwellings in the hinterland, of recognizable 
position and spatial
organizations

Saddle Križić - attractive relief formation, 
radicalness of natural conditions (barren karst 
and steep coastal sides), open visures for 360°

Valun bay coastal sides - natural, closed 
ambiance of steep coastal sides and gravel 
beaches

Krušćica valley - geomorphological form leading 
to a valuable slope and hided gravel beach; cape 
Tarej - distinctive shape of the area and wetland 
micro-location

Merag pit - a rare geomorphological form 
and valuable natural vegetation

Piskel - source of potable water in the bottom 
of the valley, forming a recognizable wetland 
vegetation

‘Morska peć’ - pit of both natural and 
cultural significance

Poje - valleys with sandy soil and wetland 
vegetation

The interior and coastal pastures - area of the 
most representative and typical Cres pastures 
and preserved traditional practice

Coastal pastures - recognizable environment 
conditioned by radical natural conditions (steep 
coasts, karst relief, exposure to strong winds)

Bay beneath Ustrine - high coastline, bay with a 
large number of gravel beaches

Meli beach - only sandy beach on the island

Osor - unity of preserved historic urban core of 
the city, surrounding dry stonewalls, salt marshes 
and an elongated bay of recognizable position

Punta Križa - a large area of preserved holm 
oak wood with a high density of hidden 
shepherds’ dwellings, remains of traditional 
practices, indented coast and salines

Olive groves around town of Cres - preserved 
integrity of traditional agriculture and town in the 
middle as well as preserved traditional practice

Lubenice - preserved urban settlement of 
recognizable location, architecture and historical 
significance

Žanja beach and Blue caves

Vrana lake - natural landscape of recognizable 
environment and exceptional importance of 
water resources

Relict vast landscape of agricultural terraces 
formed in a dense dry stone wall matrix


